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Encyclopedia of Products & Industries—Manufacturing (EPIM) is a compilation of essays on 120 major product categories across the entire spectrum of U.S. manufacturing activity. The purpose of this publication is to provide product information in structured format to students and analysts. While the focus is on products, the industrial context in which they are made and distributed is also carefully detailed.

The products covered in this work are presented in alphabetical order in two volumes. Essays are comprised of several standardized components so that important aspects of each product may be viewed from the same angles throughout the two volumes. This approach allows both similarities and differences between products to emerge. The rubrics used to organize the content are detailed below. Many essays feature graphical presentations for clarity; sales histories, product types, and market shares are typically charted. A bibliography follows each essay, and references to other closely linked topics in the Encyclopedia are provided in a See Also reference that follows the bibliography, where appropriate.
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CATIA v6 EssentialsJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2009

	Computer Graphics-Aided Three-Dimensional Interactive Application (CATIA) is
	the world’s leading computer-aided design (CAD)/computer-aided manufacturing
	(CAM)/computer-aided engineering (CAE) package. Developed by Dassault Systèmes
	and marketed worldwide by IBM, CATIA delivers one of the best Product Lifecycle
	Management...
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Creating Client Extranets with SharePoint 2003Apress, 2006
This book is about creating client extranets with SharePoint 2003. Although there are many
fine books that expand upon or clarify the material found in the various SharePoint SDKs
published by Microsoft, this book is different. Most SharePoint books focus primarily on
SharePoint administration or end user features, not on SharePoint...
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Structural Interfaces and Attachments in BiologySpringer, 2012

	Attachment of dissimilar materials in engineering and surgical practice is a perennial challenge. Bimaterial attachment sites are common locations for injury, repeated injury, and mechanical failure. Nature presents several highly effective solutions to the challenge of bimaterial attachment that differ from those found in engineering...
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Introduction to Continuum Biomechanics (Synthesis Lectures on Biomedical Engineering)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008

	This book is concerned with the study of continuum mechanics applied to biological systems, i.e., continuum biomechanics. This vast and exciting subject allows description of when a bone may fracture due to excessive loading, how blood behaves as both a solid and fluid, down to how cells respond to mechanical forces that lead to changes in...
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Google App Engine Java and GWT Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	Google Application Engine is a cloud computing technology that lets you run web applications that are easy to build and maintain as well as being scaled and load-balanced automatically. To build interesting and interactive web applications developers are turning to Java. However, building and deploying scalable web applications using Google...
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Sensors and Control Systems in Manufacturing, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
A Comprehensive Guide to Sensors and Control Systems in Manufacturing

Thoroughly updated with cutting-edge technologies, this detailed resource offers proven methods for effectively evaluating, selecting, and implementing sensors and controls to ensure error-free manufacturing environments.  Sensors and Control Systems in...
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